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Our old political options are broken, and we need new 
choices for the 21st century. We are building a new 
political party that's all about working towards a beer 
future, built on openness, collaboration and the power 

of the Internet to connect us all.

Representation, not party politics.

Election Communication
for Horsham



Free to use and free from political 
interference and profiteering. We 

don't trust politicians with the NHS - 
we'll make it independent and protect 

its funding, ending the cuts and 
privatisation.

havesomenew.io/health

A FREE NHS

The Earth is our source of life. We will honour our 
commitments to international agreements on climate 

change, end fossil fuel subsidies and fossil fuel extraction 
and invest heavily in renewable energy.

havesomenew.io/environment

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
Instead of starving our economy through austerity, we'll 
invest in it! The minimum wage will be a living wage, 
we'll create a national investment bank instead of 
handing out free money to big banks and we'll invest in 
new jobs in green technology not white elephants.

havesomenew.io/invest

INVEST!

We don't think the UK should leave the 
EU - we're beer off working together. If 
the UK does leave, we will aim to remain 
part of the EEA and EFTA. If we stay, 
we'll campaign hard for reform, greater 
democracy and more transparency.

havesomenew.io/brexit

BREXIT

We want to fix our broken democratic system, and move towards 
something that beer reflects the will of all the people. We believe 
our strength is in collaboration; we invite all members of all 
parties to contribute. We trust you, 
the people, all of you, to use this 
power and end the divide 
between ideas and politics.

REPRESENTATION, NOT PARTY POLITICS
We’re offering something truly new in British politics: a party 
that wants to create a real alternative and to truly improve the 

system. That starts with proportional representation.
We’re commied to giving power 

back to the citizens of 
this country.

IT’S TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW


